TBLI CONFERENCE SERIES
Convening the Global Responsible Investment Community
www.tbliconference.com

The TBLI CONFERENCE Series
We are a highly respected convener of responsible investment
practitioners and thought leaders, world-wide. With a track record of
almost 20 years and 30+ events across Europe, Asia, Latin America and
the US, we balance high-level content and a focus on raising private
capital for sustainable investments.

What to expect at TBLI CONFERENCE
• Networking opportunities with a diverse, high-quality audience
• A carefully curated program addressing a diverse set of topics of
interest for both ESG as well as Impact Investors.
• TBLI Workshops on case studies, market analysis and lessons learned
• Interactive TBLI Masterclasses on opportunities, innovation and risks
• Entrepreneur Salons featuring pre-qualified social entrepreneurs
• High-Level Plenary Sessions with experienced investors, social
entrepreneurs, and Responsible Investment specialists
• Marketplace, Speed-Dating Session & Private Meetings
Click here to get an impression of previous programs and attendance.

Who is attending
•
•
•
•
•

Asset Owners / Family Offices
Asset Managers
Government Funds
Development Banks
SRI Specialists

• Responsible Investment
Networks
• Entrepreneurs
• Accelerator Programs
• Business School Students
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Group Overview

TBLI in Numbers
30+ events
12 countries
400+ sessions
8000+ attendees

TBLI LOCATIONS

Amsterdam
Buenos Aires
Chicago
Copenhagen
Bangkok
Frankfurt
London
Oslo
Paris
New York
Singapore
Rotterdam
Tokyo
Zurich

What is discussed at TBLI CONFERENCE - Knowledge Center
TBLI CONFERENCE is offering the content of its events online in the
TBLI Knowledge Center, featuring interviews with thought-leaders,
presentations and workshop summaries. Click here
"TBLI stands out as a convener regarding topics covered, quality of
Contacts made, deals executed and community generated."

TBLI OFFICE

Herengracht 450-454
1017 CA Amsterdam
The Netherlands
conference@
tbligroup.com

"The panels are lively, informative, and expertly moderated. As a sustainably
practitioner and advocate, TBLI is one of the events that returns real value."

Which Sponsorship & Meeting Packages are available
We offer a range of sponsor levels including conference passes, speaker
slots, interviews, one-on-one meeting packages, and the promotion of
your organization. In addition, packages for one-on-one meetings and
group attendance are available. Please contact us.

Who has supported TBLI CONFERENCE in the past?
AMF, Actis, 3iG, ABN AMRO, ABP, Allianz Global Investors, Amundi, ASN Bank,
APG, Asset4, Thomson Reuters, AVIVA, AXA, Bank Vontobel, Banco Galicia,
BiDx, Bloomberg, BNP Paribas Asia, Brazil Plus Investment Management,
Calvert, Cheuvreux, CitiGroup, City of Amsterdam, City of Buenos Aires, City
of Zurich, Cordiant Capital, Credit Suisse, Daiwa Asset Management, Dow
Jones, Deutsche Bank, DWM, ECP International, Erste Asset Management,
Energy Star (US EPA), EIRIS, Euronext, F&C Investors, FMO, FTSE, GES, GDF
Suez, Global Environment Fund, Halloran Philanthropies, Hermes, HSBC, ING,
Inrate, Liquidnet for Good, Lombard Odier, Mees Pierson, Mitsubishi UFJ Trust
and Banking Corporation, MSCI, Natixis, Nikko Asset Management, Nomura,
Nikko Asset Management, Novethic, oekom research PGGM, Rabobank,
Riskmetrics Group, Robeco Group, Rockefeller Brother Funds, RobecoSAM, J.
Safra Sarasin, Sasakawa Peace Foundation, SEB, SNS Asset Management,
STOXX, SparInvest, S&P Indices, Sompo Japan, Storebrand, Sustainalytics,
TriLinc Global, UBS, Unicredit, CAIB, USAID, Vietnam Holding Asset
Management, VIGEO, Zürcher Kantonalbank, and many others.

TBLI Academic Partnership
In partnership with leading global business schools and universities
TBLI CONFERENCE is expanding its outreach to further regions and is
developing content for investors, alumni, and business school students.

TBLI FOUNDATION
TBLI CONFERENCE is part of TBLI Foundation, a non-profit organization
established under Dutch law. The foundation aims to scale the
conferences' educational outreach on ESG and Impact Investing to
asset owners and managers, to facilitate exchange between regional
impact investing communities and to make the content of TBLI
CONFERENCES more broadly available to the public. www.tbli.org

Testimonials
What Though Leaders say about TBLI CONFERENCE
“TBLI Conference stands out from other conferences in the standard of value I received during my
attendance. The topics covered, quality of contacts made, deals executed and community
generated are noticeably better than other conferences I’ve attended. Thank you Mr. Rubinstein for
your vision & execution”
Ibrahim AlHusseini The Husseini Group LLC Managing Member

TBLI is a battery charger event. It’s an event that makes you realize how outdated your thinking has
become. It is a crash course, a mini green investing MBA. It’s an energizing place—it’s got a critical
role in diffusing the best practice.
Leo Johnson Co-Founder of Sustainable Finance Limited

TBLI has established itself as the most significant gathering place for those interested in sustainable
and related investment strategies. The rich array of firms and strategies represented at make [TBLI]
the best place to come to hear from cutting edge investors and learn from their experiences.... By
reaching across the silos it fosters a set of discussions that are critical to advancing not only the
interests of those involved in sustainable finance, but in improving the understanding of mainstream
investors with regard to the innovations taking place within the financial services arena.
Jed Emerson Senior Fellow, Generation Foundation, Generation Investment Management

The TBLI is the internationally most renowned gathering for SRI we have today. As in all paradigm
shifts, change begins with a growing number of champions and leaders who are clever enough to
survive in the old paradigm while preparing for the new. To that end TBLI, the most influential
conference on this arena, has played a role that cannot be overestimated.
Karl Henrik Robert, PhD, MD Founder of Natural Step

The quality of the keynote sessions and workshops was exceptional. Speakers and participants
brought great insights and experience on impact investing and ESG. The knowledge and expertise
was clearly on display and allowed for informative and vibrant discussions.
Andrew Ausili (Director Public Policy Of Sustainability Affairs Americas, Credit Suisse

This TBLI conference was additional proof for me that creative, open-minded and visionary investors
are helping ensure that the capitalist engine continues to be one of the best ways to tackle society’s
evolving challenges. I came away inspired, and I look forward to the next conference.”
Niel Golightly VP External Affairs, Shell Oil

The panels are lively, informative, and expertly moderated. As a sustainably practitioner and
advocate, TBLI is one of the events that returns real value.
Evan Harvey Managing Director of Corporate Sustainability, NASDAQ OMX

Thank you very much for the nice time at TBLI, and for the storm of ideas you unchained in my
brain.
Rosanna Grimaldi Executive Director, STOXX Ltd.

Congratulations to you and your team for yet another great TBLI event. You seem to have a great
knack and skill in always finding some really interesting peppel that no other conference or body
ever does and some interesting new funds for investors to consider.
Howard Pierce Former CEO of Environment Pension Fund

